
BALL MASTERY/DYNAMICS - 9am-9:15am 

Size of Area - 20 x 30yds 

Set Up - Place 16-20 cones around the grid and 
have players with a ball in each inside their own 
square with the ball at their feet. Players should 
face the coach for demos. 

FRIDAY -TURNS - 6-9 Years 

TURNS IN LIMITED SPACE - 9:15am-9:25am 

Size of Area - 20 x 30yds 

Set Up - Same set up as last activity with each 
player in their own grid with a ball at their feet 
and with the coach moving around. 

TURNS OPPOSED/SCOOBY DOO 
- 9:25am-9:35am 
Size of Area - 20x30yds 

Set Up - Same Grid set up again as last activity 
but now replace the cone in the middle with two 
passive "GHOSTS" wearing a pennie each. 
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FUN GAME - COACH SAYS! 

Action 1- Players with a ball at their feet listen to 
instruction from coach. "Simon Says" game but 
replaced by "Coach Says". Important that players 
remain in tighter space to keep control of ball. 
Coach Says: 
-Put foot on ball - Put other foot on ball 
-Sole Taps on ball -Pendulums (forwards) 
-Heel Toe Rolls -Inside/Outside Roll 

Action 2- Players now move ball from center of 
square to a cone and back to the center and then to 
a different cone and back to the center working on 
-Sideways Rolls -Big Toe, Little Toe 

Action - Players work on Turns from 
curriculum in their square following guidelines 
below: 

!)Static - Teaching turn with ball still 
(Break move down into small parts) 

2)Dynamic - Teaching turn with ball moving 
(Players pass ball forward and then turn) 

3)0n the move - Teaching turn after a dribble 
(Now players perform turn on the move) 

Coaching Points -
• Approach turn slow and under control 
• Tight turning angle 

Action - Players with the ball are Scooby Doo 
and are really Scared of the Ghosts in the 
Pennies. Scooby wants his Scooby Snack so must 
dribble ball to pointy cone to get it, but if he sees 
the ghosts coming, he must TURN and dribble 
away 

Coaching Points -
• Head up to look for defender 
• Keep close control of ball when approaching 

defender 
• Acceleration away from defender 

Variation - Have Defenders now chase attacker 
for 2-3 seconds and try to tag them. 



WARMUP-9:00-9:35am 

FEINTS AND MOVES 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE. 
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Ball Control~ 6 -+-9 yr olds 

UNOPPOSED 9:35 - 9:50am 

Size of Area - 4 x 10 x lOyds 

Set Up - All players with .a ball i.nside the grid 
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Action-

Coaching Points -
• Perform at a high tempo 
• Make sure players are on their toes during 

each exercise 
Variation - Player serves ball, makes contact 
with body surface and catches it again. 
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UNOPPOSED 9:50 - 10:05am 

Size of Area - 20 x 30yds 

Set Up - All players with a ball each in the grid 
serving to themselves 
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Action - Playen serve the ball in the air and 
have to control it with their chests, thighs, laces 
and inside of their foot. Work on each body part 
for two minutes. Better or older players can 
serve the ball higher in the air. They can also do 
a combo of touches such as chest and thigh. 

Coaching Points -
• Chest - feet shoulder width apart and bend 

your knees 
• Thigh and laces - withdraw surface area on 

contact - cushion the ball in. 
• Inside of foot, lean over the ball and take it 

on the half 'Volley 

Variation -Players move around the grid and 
perform controll on coach's command when 
body part is callied out. 



OPPOSED 10:05 - 10:20 

Size of Area - 20 x 30yds 

Set Up - All the players in the grid, half with balls 
and half without. 
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Action -Players without balls move around the grid 
and on coaches command, have to find a player 
with a ball who serves to them, they control and 
pass back. Work for one minute on body part and 
then switch servers. When players are moving 
around the grid, they can perform different types of 
movement such as jogging, sidestepping, skipping, 
carioca etc. 
Coaching Points -
• Same as previous 
• Get in line of the flight of the ball 
• Get ball back to server accurately 
Variation - Number the body parts (e.g. 1 for 
Chest, 2 for thigh) and coach calls out the numbers. 

OPPOSED 10:20 - 10:35am 

Size of Area - 20 x 30yds 

Set Up - "Opposites Game". Get the players to 
form a circle around the coach. 
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Action - Coach serves the ball to a player and 
shouts "chest" or "thigh". If coach shouts chest, 
player has to control the ball with their thigh 
and pass back and vice versa. This makes the 
players think quickly and perform the ball 
control under pressure. Each player starts with 
3 lives and they lose one every time they get it 
wrong. 

Coaching Points -
• Be on your toes 
• Think quickly! 
Variation - Player can't let ball hit the ground 
and has to return it in the air. 

CONDITIONED GAME 10:35 - 10:55am 

Size of Area - 2 x 20x30yd fields 

Set Up - Play two 3v3 or 4v4 games next to each 
other in a tournament style format. Name each 
field (e.g. Wembley Stadium and Fratton Park). 
Play winner stays on (the Champions field being 
Wembley of course!) . 
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Action -Normal 3v3 game but all re-starts have 
to be made from a throw-in (can start with 
underhand throws to make it easier). This will 
allow lots of opportunities to practice ball 
control. 

Coaching Points -
• Same as previous 
• Keep the team shape of a triangle 

Variation - Goals can only be scored after a 
player has controlled the ball from air (will only 
work with older olavers). 


